
Instruction Manual of Pill Box Reminder 
TT4-3 

 
Features 

− Displays current time – hour and 
minute 

− Power Saving Alert (PSA), 
continuously reminding three times 
every minute forever unless 
MODE/CONFIRM key is depressed. 

− Up to four reminders a day 
− Use 1 pc of LR44 battery  

Keys 
1. MODE – Used to enter 

each reminder mode, 
to return to real time, 
or to confirm dose 
taken, and stop the 
reminder alert 

2. SET – To enter 
programming mode of 
real time or each 
reminder alarm time 

3. ADJ – To adjust real 
time, and each 
reminder alarm time, 
or to enable and 
disable reminder.   

How to Set Real Time 
1. At real time mode press "SET" key to set the hour, the reading of “hour” 

starts to flash. Use "ADJ" key to adjust the hour.  
2. Press “SET” key again to set the minute, the reading of minute starts to flash. 

Use “ADJ” to adjust the minute.  
3. Press “MODE” again to finish time setting and return to real time.  

How to Set Reminder Time 
At real time mode, press the ‘MODE’ button once to scroll to the 1st Reminder Alarm 
setting. The Reminder Mode symbol displays solid with 1st reminder symbol flashing, 
indicating it is not yet enabled, as shown in Fig a. To adjust the reminder time, use 
the same method you used when you set the real time, as in the above paragraph. 
Once set, make sure the “Hour” and “Minute” reading are displayed solid. If the 1st 
reminder symbol is flashing (refer Fig. a). This means the 1st reminder is not yet 
enabled. Press “ADJ” to enable the reminder. The symbol becomes solid, indicating it 
is enabled. If required, press “ADJ” again to disable the reminder. The symbol starts 
to flash again. Use “MODE” again to scroll to the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th reminder, and apply 
the same method to set each reminder. 

How to Know the Reminder is Turned On 
At real time, if the reminder symbol appears for a certain reminder, as shown in Fig a., 
then that reminder is turned on. If the symbol does not appear for a certain reminder, 
then that reminder is turned off. 

How to Enable or Disable Each Reminder 
At real time mode, repeatedly press “MODE” to scroll to the reminder, which you are 
going to enable. If the reminder symbol is flashing then it is not enabled. Press “ADJ” 
to enable it. The related symbol should become solid.  

How to Confirm the Reminding Alert  
The symbols of all enabled reminders should display solid at real time mode. When 
the reminder time arrives, its related symbol starts to flash and the reminding alert 
goes off for three times, then repeats every minute. You don’t need to open the cover, 
just press the red button to confirm dose is taken, and stop the alert. Otherwise the 
alert will never stop. After red button is pressed the symbol becomes solid again. It 
will repeat again the next day at the same time. Be sure to use the same method to 
confirm the reminder and stop the alert. If your need for a reminder becomes 
unnecessary, then follow the instruction above to disable the reminder. 

How to Replace Battery 
One piece of LR44 is used. Please follow the steps to replace battery:  

1. Use screwdriver to remove four screws on the backside.  
2. Use fingers to remove the front case carefully. Turn it upside down.  
3. Use screwdriver again to remove two screws “A”, and then take out battery 

stopper “B”.  
4. Remove battery “C” as shown. Discard the old battery. 
5. Insert a fresh battery (positive side up) into battery holder “D”. 
6. Put back battery stopper “B”, and screw back the two screws “A”. 
7. Install back the front case to main case properly. Make sure the buzzer “F” 

seats on its holder “E” properly. 
8. Use driver again to screw back the four screws. 
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Instruction Manual of Pill Box with Dosing Reminder 
RC410 (0J) 

 
Features 

− Displays current time – hour and 
minute 

− Power Saving Alert (PSA), 
continuously reminding three times 
every minute forever unless 
MODE/CONFIRM key is depressed. 

− Up to four reminders a day 
− Use 1 pc of LR44 battery  

Keys 
1. MODE – Used to enter 

each reminder mode, 
to return to real time, 
or to confirm dose 
taken, and stop the 
reminder alert 

2. SET – To enter 
programming mode of 
real time or each 
reminder alarm time 

3. ADJ – To adjust real 
time, and each 
reminder alarm time, 
or to enable and 
disable reminder.   

How to Set Real Time 
1. At real time mode press "SET" key to set the hour, the reading of “hour” 

starts to flash. Use "ADJ" key to adjust the hour.  
2. Press “SET” key again to set the minute, the reading of minute starts to flash. 

Use “ADJ” to adjust the minute.  
3. Press “MODE” again to finish time setting and return to real time.  

How to Set Reminder Time 
At real time mode, press the ‘MODE’ button once to scroll to the 1st Reminder Alarm 
setting. The Reminder Mode symbol displays solid with 1st reminder symbol flashing, 
indicating it is not yet enabled, as shown in Fig a. To adjust the reminder time, use 
the same method you used when you set the real time, as in the above paragraph. 
Once set, make sure the “Hour” and “Minute” reading are displayed solid. If the 1st 
reminder symbol is flashing (refer Fig. a). This means the 1st reminder is not yet 
enabled. Press “ADJ” to enable the reminder. The symbol becomes solid, indicating it 
is enabled. If required, press “ADJ” again to disable the reminder. The symbol starts 
to flash again. Use “MODE” again to scroll to the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th reminder, and apply 
the same method to set each reminder. 

How to Know the Reminder is Turned On 
At real time, if the reminder symbol appears for a certain reminder, as shown in Fig a., 
then that reminder is turned on. If the symbol does not appear for a certain reminder, 
then that reminder is turned off. 

How to Enable or Disable Each Reminder 
At real time mode, repeatedly press “MODE” to scroll to the reminder, which you are 
going to enable. If the reminder symbol is flashing then it is not enabled. Press “ADJ” 
to enable it. The related symbol should become solid.  

How to Confirm the Reminding Alert  
The symbols of all enabled reminders should display solid at real time mode. When 
the reminder time arrives, its related symbol starts to flash and the reminding alert 
goes off for three times, then repeats every minute. You don’t need to open the cover, 
just press the red button to confirm dose is taken, and stop the alert. Otherwise the 
alert will never stop. After red button is pressed the symbol becomes solid again. It 
will repeat again the next day at the same time. Be sure to use the same method to 
confirm the reminder and stop the alert. If your need for a reminder becomes 
unnecessary, then follow the instruction above to disable the reminder. 

How to Replace Battery 
One piece of LR44 is used. Please follow the steps to replace battery:  

1. Use screwdriver to remove four screws on the backside.  
2. Use fingers to remove the front case carefully. Turn it upside down.  
3. Use screwdriver again to remove two screws “A”, and then take out battery 

stopper “B”.  
4. Remove battery “C” as shown. Discard the old battery. 
5. Insert a fresh battery (positive side up) into battery holder “D”. 
6. Put back battery stopper “B”, and screw back the two screws “A”. 
7. Install back the front case to main case properly. Make sure the buzzer “F” 

seats on its holder “E” properly. 
8. Use driver again to screw back the four screws. 
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